
Sermon for November 29, 2020 
Advent 1: Blue Christmas  
 

The prophecy from Isaiah is expressed in poetry. A genre that can communicate so 

much in just a few lines. Emotions that prose does not quite do justice. It begins 

with a lament: 

“O that you would tear open the heavens and come down…” 

In these ten words are communicated many implied questions: Why don’t you care 

enough? Is there no urgency when you see your people suffering? When will you 

intervene against our adversaries or adversities? Or have we done something so 

wrong, that we don’t deserve your help?  

“Do not be exceedingly angry, O Lord, 

  and do not remember iniquity forever. 

  Now consider, we are all your people.” 

I’ve resolved to shop more locally this holiday season. I consider it a justice issue 

to support our neighbors, especially in a year when small businesses have been 

ravaged by circumstances beyond all of our control. You’d be amazed at what 

treasures you can find right in your own neighborhood. Just walking around the 

block where I live, I can stop at the Avid Reader bookstore on one corner. Go 

around the block and down a bit to the beekeeping store for honey and 

beeswax-crafted gifts. On another corner there’s an antique shop. Down the other 
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block a short way is a thrift store with a great Christmas room -- lots of ornaments 

and kitschy stuff to decorate for the holiday. And just next door to that is a plant 

shop with lots of succulents and other greenery for your home. The other day I was 

walking by and there was a table outside with some plates and bowls and cups and 

a sign that said, “Pottery Sale”. I’m a sucker for pottery and artisan goods, so I had 

to stop and see what was there. As my eyes scanned the table, I was immediately 

drawn to a medium-size bowl. It was glazed with a shiny, dark finish. At first 

glance, you might describe it as black. But a closer look reveals its complexity. 

Blues and reds. Glaze-over-glaze, the layers sometimes mixing to form purple 

hues. And in other places each breaking through on its own, blue specks and 

streaks in one spot. Reds in another.  And glimmers of brighter color here and 

there. In form it’s imperfect, not symmetrical like those you’d have your soup or 

cereal in. Lopsided, tilting upward at the rim, with a smooth ridge that sweeps up 

around the outside. On one side there is a significant dimple that was smooshed 

into the clay by someone when it was still wet. Now a baked-in divot that gives the 

bowl a sat-on appearance. Could this have been a potter’s mistake? Or an 

intentional marking of their work? On the bottom are the initials D.G. Whose 

thumbprint is forever marked on this earthen vessel. Stuck next to those initials 

was a price -- $5!  
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This ugly, imperfect bowl was valued so insignificantly, but to me it was a treasure 

meant for me to find. And I imagine for D.G., who let it go into the world, it is still 

a beloved creation.  

In the midst of the suffering of the people the prophet Isaiah proclaims an amazing 

metaphoric truth: “…we are the clay and you are our potter…”  

This year we all feel a bit like a clay pot that’s been sat on at the wheel or maybe 

like one that has been baked and then shattered into pieces. I’m not sure if you take 

any comfort in the knowledge that the whole world is experiencing some of the 

same feelings of loss and grief. Actually, I’m not sure if I take comfort in that truth 

or not. On the one hand, it is good to know it’s not just me. But that also means the 

suffering is much greater and widespread among the neighbors we are called to 

love as ourselves. Rarely, if ever in our lifetimes, have many of us experienced 

such collective suffering. But that is exactly what the prophet Isaiah’s words 

reflect. The whole community of people crying out in…what? Disbelief, anger, 

disappointment, fear? All of the above.  

Crying out to God for help that would come at a time that was not revealed to them 

yet.  

“In those days, after that suffering,  

 the sun will be darkened, 

  and the moon will not give its light, 
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 25and the stars will be falling from heaven, 

  and the powers in the heavens will be shaken. 

26Then they will see ‘the Son of Man coming in clouds’ with great power and 

glory. 27Then he will send out the angels, and gather his elect from the four winds, 

from the ends of the earth to the ends of heaven.” 

 

We are urged to keep awake for this moment when God will collect us from our 

scattered places. Shattered vessels, broken into the world, waiting for God in the 

midst of suffering. This is not an easy task to add to our plates. But one that keeps 

us hopeful for an end to loss and suffering.  

 

At that local bookstore I picked up a book of poems by Mary Oliver titled 

“Devotions,” and as I prepared this sermon I read one that I will share with you 

now.  

I go down to the shore in the morning  

And depending on the hour the waves 

Are rolling in or moving out,  

And I say, oh, I am miserable,  

What shall –  

What should I do? And the sea says 
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In its lovely voice:  

Excuse me, I have work to do. 

 

The hope we cling to in our faith is that God cares about us particularly, as 

individuals, each of us imprinted with the thumb hold of the Divine. Yet we are 

also part of a vast creation that moves and has purpose with or without us. We, by 

God’s gracious vision, are invited into the flow of the world around us. Which 

means we are not divorced from the realities of all that happens in it. The joyous 

and miraculous. As well as the tragic and seemingly God-forsaken. But it feels 

often like we are crying out our pleas to the vast ocean. Unsure of what the 

response might be: 

“O that you would tear open the heavens and come down…” 

 

In Jesus, God did just that. Came down in human form. A body that did not avoid 

the struggles, grief and pain of all that it means to be mortal vessels. Flesh molded 

by the hands of God, receiving the breath of life like Adam and Eve in the garden. 

A receptacle formed in love and filled with the grace and glory of God. And then 

smashed to pieces on the cross. An event that tore apart and dismantled the power 

of this world. So that we are not shattered and scattered forever, but are redeemed 

into the new life promised to us by God.  
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Jesus was broken in order to become the one who fills in our cracks. Holding us 

together as a body of the faithful, called together from the four winds. Imperfect 

and lopsided but God’s treasured people none the less. Whose broken pieces are 

gathered up into the grace and love of God by the one who is coming again to 

redeem this world.  
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